
Inspiring Leadership. Building Teams. Achieving the Extraordinary.

ENERGIZE YOUR PEOPLE AND 

INSPIRE ACTION!

WORLD-CLASS TEAM BUILDING EVENTS & ADVENTURES.   
CUSTOM RETREATS.   TRAINING & CONSULTING. 



Award-winning Experiential Training  
and Team Building Since 1997

Since 1997, Pinnacle Pursuits has become BC’s premier leader in providing world-class team-building,  
experiential training and development, action-learning adventures, and unique company-wide events.

Whatever your group size and objectives, a Pinnacle Pursuits experience will encourage participants to 
positively connect and collaborate, challenge themselves, develop new skills, expand their perspectives, and 
achieve peak levels of performance and growth within themselves, in their relationships, and in their work.

4     Customizable programs    4   Diverse selection of program offerings

4   Top-notch facilitation & quality instruction 4   Transferable experiences & lessons

4   Strong safety reputation & track record 4    TOTALLY FUN & MEMORABLE!

Our skilled team of professional facilitators and trainers have designed and delivered award-winning 
programs for corporations, destination management companies, sports teams, community organizations, 
and post-secondary institutions, both locally and globally.

Whatever your objectives, Pinnacle Pursuits’ award-winning experiences are guaranteed to be refreshing, 
educational, fun, and results-focused!

“The Pinnacle Pursuits team is first class. They have what it takes to create premier  
corporate experiences…they empower participants to exceed their personal best in a challenging  

yet safe environment…we look forward to their events for many years to come.” 

Mike Schauch, Portfolio Manager, RBC Dominion Securities



Skill Development + Active Engagement = 
Sustained Results

Imagine a program that combines the best of education, creativity, adventure and fun to create long-term impact and 
positive change. 

Whether a stand-alone workshop, a series of custom training sessions, or as part of a team-building adventure retreat, 
you can be sure that a Pinnacle Pursuits experience will be directly applicable to your organizational culture, leadership 
vision and team dynamics. 

 
 

Team Building Events  
& Adventures 

Interactive Workshops
& Learning Events

Custom Retreats, Off-sites & 
Conference Solutions

4  Infuse energy & enthusiasm

4  Inspire vision & creativity    

4  Break silos & build bridges    

4  Understand & engage team strengths  

4  Elevate individual & group potential 

4  Celebrate successes & have fun! 

Vision & Values
An inspiring approach to uniting shared 
values and creating a meaningful vision  
to move forward with together.

Clear Communication
Create a common language that empowers 
open, honest and constructive dialogue.

Team Understanding
Who’s on the team? Engaging programs that 
increase self-awareness and highlight team 
competencies and leadership styles.

Team Trust
Establish shared norms, and build a support 
structure and process for creating team
accountability.

Creative Collaboration & Innovation
A disciplined approach for assessing 
strengths and gaps, collaborating  
effectively, and learning how to innovate.

Navigating Change & Growth
A powerful approach that empowers people 
to accept change and commit to new  
directions with confidence and purpose.

Tribal Spirit Challenge
Team “tribes” compete in a series of unique 
and creative team-building activities that 
require collaboration, innovation, strategy, 
and mental stamina. 

Serious Play
A mix of tried and tested team building 
exercises and initiatives that will have 
teams laughing one moment and 
reflecting on workplace culture the next.

Amazing Adventure Race
With maps, compasses, and clues in hand, 
teams must race around the urban or 
wilderness ‘jungle’  finding hidden check-
points and competing in challenges. 

High & Low Ropes Courses
A unique and safe team experience from 
1 to 30 feet off the ground, where teams 
rely on each other for support, trust and 
encouragement. 

Survivor Pursuits
Based on the popular TV show & complete 
with tribal chants, immunity rewards, 
bandana buffs, cheers and face paint, this 
is a classic high energy Pinnacle event!

Listed below are examples of some of our popular program offerings. Call us to explore your possibilities today!

Training & Consulting
Our custom consulting, facilitation and 
coaching mix authentic dialogue and  
experiential training to actively engage 
participants in your organizational  
culture, values and objectives.

Energizers
Fun, refreshing, action-based activities that 
pump up energy, build community and 
create new friendships and networking 
possibilities.

Keynotes & Play-Notes
Involve participants in an interactive 
presentation that has them listening to 
motivational stories and engaging in 
discussion and self-reflection.

Incentives & Celebrations
Let us work with you to design and  
integrate an amazing custom themed event 
into your next conference or retreat to help 
you actively engage your whole team.

Looking for a Location?
We have partnerships with a diverse range 
of unique meeting, conference and retreat 
locations. Call us today to discuss options.



Explore Your Possibilities Today!  604-876-7535  - www.PinnaclePursuits.com

Our Why
“People don’t care how much you know, 

until they know how much you care.”

We believe . . . that in a world that is constantly changing in complexity, continuing to grow in demands and 
expectations, and where ‘disconnect’ is becoming more prevalent, the same thread of humanness continues 
to run through each of us: The need and drive to be curious, learn, connect with others, understand and be 
understood, feel valued among peers, trust one another, take risks, challenge ourselves, live and work with 

purpose, and achieve. These qualitative experiences may be difficult to measure, but are essential in creating 
positive impact on personal motivation, growth, happiness, and overall performance and success in all areas  

of life. We believe that these are the most important qualities and values for both individuals and teams,  
and thus for business and humanity as a whole. At Pinnacle Pursuits, we dedicate our work and focus  

to the design and delivery of such experiences.

We hope you will join us in this meaningful pursuit of learning, leadership, team-work and business.

Jonathan Willcocks
Founder & Chief Visionary
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“When it comes to innovative team-building events, Pinnacle Pursuits was the best we have ever worked 
with. They truly listened to our needs and were able to customize our event to fit our specific vision . . . 

Moments from the event are still referenced by the team on a daily basis. Highly recommended!”                                                                                  

Dave Taylor, Leadership Development & Events Lead, Lululemon Athetica

“Thanks for an incredible retreat!  It was amazing to see my team from 11 offices spread over thousands  
of kilometers come together and be so engaged as a group . . . Our goals of empowering the team to  

step out of their comfort zones were met and then some! Many thanks for a great experience!” 

Susan Maillot, Field Service Operations Team Lead, Accenture Business Consulting

“I highly recommend Pinnacle Pursuits and the work they do. Any organization or group that uses  
their talents will see immediate results.”   

James Olson, Specialist, Employee Development, Coast Capital Savings


